The primordial abundances of light elements produced in the standard theory of Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) depend only on the cosmic ratio of baryons to photons, a quantity inferred from observations of the microwave background. 1 The predicted 2-4 primordial 7 Li abundance is four times that measured in the atmospheres of Galactic halo stars. [5] [6] [7] This discrepancy could be caused by modification of surface lithium abundances during the stars' lifetimes 8 or by physics beyond the Standard Model that impacts early nucleosynthesis.
reasonable assumptions about post-BBN production, although it is often assumed these stars have had significant depletion of their surface Li abundance. 25 Taken at face value, the consistency of If non-standard Li production occurs in the BBN epoch, many such models predict excess 6 Li compared with standard BBN. The only known source of post-Big Bang 6 Li is production via cosmic ray interactions with ISM particles. Excess 6 Li at the metallicity of the SMC would support non-standard production mechanisms, either in the BBN epoch 10 or through the interaction of pregalactic cosmic rays with intergalactic helium. 28 Measurements of 6 Li in stellar atmospheres are extremely difficult since the stellar line broadening is well in excess of the isotope shift. However, the 7 Li I doublet is well-separated in our data due to the very low broadening in the cool ISM probed by Li I absorption. Our best fit to the SMC Li I absorption gives ( 6 Li/ 7 Li) SMC = 0.13 ± 0.05 (see Supplementary Information and Figure 1), giving a formal limit to the isotopic ratio in the SMC of ( 6 Li/ 7 Li) SMC < 0.28 (3σ). With higher signal-to-noise and resolution it should be possible to lower the limits for the interstellar isotope ratio in the SMC to a point that they provide constraints on non-standard BBN models. This approach has the advantage that ionization and dust depletion effects are not important for comparing the two isotopes of Li, 17 making 6 Li/ 7 Li a powerful diagnostic of nucleosynthesis and non-standard evolution of Li abundances. The empirically-determined SNR is ∼ 275 per pixel (5 pixels per resolution element) for the Li I observations. The full set of optical and ultraviolet absorption profiles seen toward this star and column densities measured from these are given in the Supplementary Information. The lower three panels show the profiles of Li I, K I, and Fe I; the SMC cloud bearing Li I at v LSR ≈ +121 km s −1 is marked with the dashed line. The grey regions near Li I are possibly contaminated by diffuse interstellar bands or residual fringing, which may extend into the region containing Li absorption. The effects on the 7 Li I columns are within the quoted uncertainties. The Li I absorption is composed of (hyper)fine structure components of both 7 Li I and 6 Li I (shown respectively by the green and blue ticks in the top panel). The strong line along of 7 Li I is detected with ∼ 16σ significance in the ISM of the SMC. A model fit to the Li I absorption complex is shown in the top panel (see Supplementary Information), with the fit residuals shown immediately below (normalized to the local error array). The free parameters for the fit are the polynomial coefficients for the stellar continuum, the central velocity, Doppler parameter (b-value), and column densities of 7 Li I and 6 Li I for the interstellar cloud. The red curve shows the best fit joint fit including both 7 Li I and 6 Li I, shown in green and blue, respectively. The best fit isotopic ratio is N ( 6 Li I)/N ( 7 Li I) = 0.13 ± 0.05 (68% c.l.), consistent with the presence of 6 Li along the sight line, although below the 3σ detection threshold. .) The point marked BBN and dotted horizontal line show the primordial abundance predicted by standard BBN. 3 The green curves show recent models 25 for post-BBN 7 Li nucleosynthesis due to cosmic rays (CRs) and stars. By adjusting the yields from low-mass stars, the models are forced to match the solar system meteoritic abundance 23 (see Supplementary Information). The solid and dashed lines correspond to models A and B 25 which respectively include or not a presumed contribution to 7 Li from core-collapse supernovae. The blue hatched area shows the range of abundances derived for Population II stars in the Galactic halo, 6 with the "Spite plateau" in this sample at A( 7 Li) PopII ≈ 2.10 ± 0.10. 6 The violet hatched region shows the range of measurements seen in Galactic thin disk stars, where the thicker lines denote the six most Li-rich stars in a series of eight metallicity bins. 16 The selection of thin disk stars includes objects over a range of masses and temperatures, including stars that are expected to have destroyed a fair fraction of their Li. Thus, the upper envelope of the distribution represents the best estimate of the intrinsic ISM Li abundance at the epoch of formation for those stars, and the thicker dashed lines for the thin disk sample are most appropriate for comparison with the SMC value. The most Li-rich stars in the Milky Way thin disc 16 within 0.1 dex of the SMC metallicity give A( 7 Li) MW = 2.54 ± 0.05, consistent with our estimate A( 7 Li) SM C = 2.68 ± 0.16. −1 could be caused by a delicate balance of Li and Fe production and metallicity-dependent Li astration (not ruled out given the changes in mean age and mass potentially present in the sample 16 ). However, the agreement of the [ 7 Li/Fe] ratio seen in these old stars (ages >4 Gyr 16 ) and in the present-day interstellar medium of the SMC suggests little change in the stellar abundances for metallicities [Fe/H] −0.6 through the solar metallicity. To bring the stellar and SMC interstellar abundances into agreement with standard BBN predictions requires a delayed injection of significant 7 Li from stellar production mechanisms as well as vigorous depletion of stellar surface 7 Li abundances at metallicities just below that of the SMC.
Supplementary Information

Observations and Data Reduction
We use spectroscopic data from two instruments in our analysis: ground-based optical observations from the Ultraviolet Echelle Spectrograph (UVES) 12 We used the 0. ′′ 7 slit, feeding the light to dichroic #2. The grating central wavelengths were 3,900
A in the blue and 7,600Å in the red. No binning was done on the chips. The data were taken through thin clouds and with seeing ranging from ≈ 1.
The data were reduced using the UVES pipeline provided by ESO. In order to achieve high signal-to-noise, we used the pixel-by-pixel flat field correction, setting "FFMETHOD=pixel" in the reduction pipeline and using optimal extraction of the data. The individual exposures were corrected for heliocentric motion and coadded, weighted by the variance. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) varies from SNR ∼ 150 per pixel in the far blue (e.g., near Ti II 3,383) to ∼ 300 in some regions of the spectrum (e.g., the Ca I and CH + transitions near 4,200Å). Near the Li I transition at λ ≈ 6, 710Å we measure SNR ∼ 275.
UVES Line Spread Function:
The width of the UVES line spread function (LSF) is important for deriving accurate fit parameters for the blended isotopes of Li. While ultimately the column density of Li I is not strongly changed by small changes in the LSF width, the b-values are somewhat sensitive to the LSF width. The UVES pipeline produces estimates of the width of the LSF on the basis of observations of ThAr lamps taken for wavelength calibration. For the blue CCD data, the ESO quality-control summaries available on-line suggest the resolution for our set-up during this time is R ≈ 66, 000 or ∆v ≈ 4.54 km s −1 , which is appropriate for roughly the month surrounding our observations. The ThAr lines in our own calibration observations yield a value indistinguishable from this.
On the red chip (REDL), notably in the vicinity of the Li I lines near 6,710Å, the mean FWHM of these lines from our calibration data is 4.47 km s −1 for the 38 lines in the range 6, 700Å < λ < 6, 720Å and 4.42 km s −1 for the 225 lines over the broader range 6, 650Å < λ < 6, 770Å. These correspond to a resolution R ≈ 68, 000.
However, in the course of fitting the Li I blend, adopting this resolution seemed to underpredict the cores of the lines and provide too much absorption immediately outside of the cores, suggesting the adopted LSF may be too broad. D. Welty kindly provided us with Na I 5,889/5,895
observations of the Sk 143 sight line taken with the CES spectrograph on the ESO 3.6-m telescope with a resolution ∆v = 1.35 km s −1 (FWHM) or R ≈ 222, 000. These data were presented in Welty et al. 14 We derived the best LSF breadth for the current UVES red CCD data by comparing smoothed CES data with the UVES observations of these absorption lines, using the χ 2 as an estimate of the goodness of fit. The free parameters of the model in this case were the breadth of the smoothing kernel (assumed Gaussian) and the background offset of the CES observations (for which the original background subtraction was derived by matching equivalent widths of the Na I lines with earlier UVES data 14 ).
The final result of this approach yields a best fit LSF breadth of ∆v = 4.03 ± 0.08 km s −1
(FWHM) or resolution R = 74, 300, which we adopt in fitting the Li I blend. The difference between our derived LSF and the values from the ThAr emission lines is likely due to the manner in which the light fills (or not) the slit during the observations. We caution that we assume in our fitting a single Gaussian LSF; the true LSF may be more complex than this. However, we have tested the impact of the LSF on our measurement of both the 7 Li I column and isotopic ratio (see below), and find the results robust to even 5σ variations in the LSF breadth. This LSF breadth likely only applies to the data taken with the REDL chip. LSF changes with wavelength and detector are to be expected. However, the breadth of the LSF for the data taken with the blue side may be smaller than the 4.55 km s −1 predicted from the ThAr exposures.
STIS Data
We make use of archival STIS observations taken with the E140H and E230H gratings using the 0.20 ′′ × 0.09 ′′ apertures. These data were acquired under program 9383 (PI: K. Gordon) and have been previously reported in the literature. 29 The resolution of these data is R ≈ 114, 000
corresponding to ∆v ≈ 2.75 km s −1 . The data were processed with CALSTIS v2.27 and otherwise reduced following the discussion in earlier papers. 30 The SNR of these data are limited by the relatively low UV flux of this highly extincted star for high resolution spectroscopy and ranges between 5 and 15 (per pixel) for the lines of interest.
Hydrogen column density along the Sk 143 sight line
We derive the H I column density toward Sk 143 by fitting the strong Lyα absorption seen in the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)/STIS E140H observations. Following Lehner et al., 31 we fitted Lyα with two components (Galactic and SMC) at fixed velocities derived from the metal absorption lines and the H I 21-cm emission profile for the Galactic component (see below), which is in agreement with the velocity from the absorption profiles. Figure S1 shows the STIS data for the region surrounding Lyα (binned by 10 pixels for display purposes) along with our best fit H I profile and continuum. For the SMC component we find log N(H I) = 21.07 ± 0.05. We tested the robustness of our fit by undertaking several simulations wherein the velocity centroids of the gas were changed by ±5 km s −1 , the placement of the continuum was varied, and the continuum was modeled by a range of polynomials of degree of 2 to 4. The range of values derived in these simulations is used as an estimate of the errors associated with these effects and is included in our final uncertainty. The column density of the Galactic component in the fit is quite uncertain because it is much weaker (see 21-cm emission spectrum discussed below and in Figure S2 ). Its weakness is in fact a benefit for deriving an accurate SMC N(H I) as the damping wings are dominated by the SMC component. from a low resolution and low signal-to-noise spectrum from the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE). [32] [33] [34] The poor quality of the available IUE spectrum would seem to preclude a precise mea-
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Figure S1 surement, and the first estimate using those data had a large uncertainty of 40-50%. 33 21-cm emission, but the 21-cm profile contains significant amounts of gas to much larger velocities. Some of this is seen in the absorption line observations, but with a smaller contribution to the total column of undepleted elements (e.g., see the total gas column traced by S II absorption).
Integrating the combined Parkes and ATCA H I profile 35, 36 in Figure Table S2 gives our adopted final column density for all of the atomic and ionic species detected toward Sk 143 along with the methodology used to derive the columns. We measure metal atom and ion column densities along the Sk 143 sight line using a combination of profile fitting and apparent optical depth integration methods, depending on the quality of the data and the specifics of the individual absorption lines. We assume oscillator strengths from the compilation of Morton. 38 For each atomic or ionic species, two column densities are given: the first applies to the column density integrated over the entirety of SMC absorption, the second gives the column density associated with the +121 km s −1 component within which the Li I and other neutral species arise. In some cases (e.g., Li I) these are the same as no significant absorption exists outside of this cold, dense component. We use the column densities for this principal component at v LSR ≈ +121 km s −1 in all calculations in the main text, since the Li I-bearing gas is all contained in this component.
Our component fitting column densities are derived using the software package VPFIT 39 made available by R. Carswell (http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/∼rfc/vpfit.html). VPFIT minimizes the χ 2 goodness of fit parameter using a Gauss-Newton type system for parameter updates. 40 The free has the advantage that additional unsuspected components should not adversely affect the results, so long as the lines are not strongly saturated. We fit multiplets simultaneously where available.
We did not, however, simultaneously fit the strongest doublets of Na I and K I with the weakest doublets available (see Figures S3 and S4 for the observed lines) . The column densities in Table   S2 are derived based on the weaker doublets of these species due to the extreme saturation of the strongest lines.
Our fitting of all of the neutral species suggests that the SMC absorption seen in weak lines of neutral species (i.e., not including the Na I D lines) are well described by a single component. We see no compelling evidence for additional components that contribute significantly to the column densities of the neutral species. The high resolution CES data presented by Welty et al. 14 are consistent with a single dominant component with only very weak additional components at higher relative velocities. We note that the presence of additional unknown components could affect the interpretation of the Li isotopic ratio if they had strong variations in the ratio between components or if there were moderate strength components present with separations matching the isotope shift.
For derivation of total column densities of 7 Li (and largely even 6 Li), the presence of multiple components is not particularly important. In general our profile fits to these neutral species gave
b-values of order 0.7 km s −1 , consistent with previous studies of this sight line. 13, 14 We note also that the presence of additional unidentified components is unlikely unless they have a separation less than this 0.7 km s −1 .
Our derived column densities of Na I, K I, and Ca II vary somewhat from these earlier works 13, 14 (with our columns being higher) because we have generally studied weaker lines, fully fit multiple lines, or in the case of Ca II used a careful treatment of the continuum for the weak line, which lies on the stellar Hǫ absorption requiring special techniques for the continuum assessment.
Our fitting assumed Gaussian LSFs with breadths derived as described above for the UVES observations of Li I. For the blue CCD data we had no higher resolution comparison observations, so we adopted the LSF breadth suggested by the calibration lamp data. There was no obvious indication that this LSF is too broad. For fitting the STIS E140H observations of Mg II, we assumed a breadth of 2.75 km s −1 (FWHM). The STIS LSF is not strictly a Gaussian. In our case we were only interested in separating the SMC Mg II absorption from the contaminating Milky Way absorption. For these purposes and with the strength of the lines, the assumption of a Gaussian LSF will not adversely affect the results.
We have used profile fitting to derive column densities for neutral species with small bvalues in case unresolved saturation is present or where blending is a concern. For most of the ionic species we adopt column densities derived through an integration of the apparent column density, N a (v), profiles, 41 largely following methodologies in our earlier works. 42 Saturation can be identified by comparing the N a (v) profiles from two lines of an absorbing species with significantly different oscillator strengths (f -values). The entries in Table S2 listed as lower limits are those for which we have evidence for unresolved saturation. [43] [44] [45] [46] and the effects of differential dust depletion of the elements. 47 Where two ionization states are measured, we only give the gas-phase values for the most abundant ion. Inequalities either reflect the non-dominant nature of the species (e.g., for the neutrals) or the probable presence of unresolved saturation. The abundances listed for the Li isotopes are drawn from the main text (i.e., adopting the abundances derived from scaling the Li I/K I ratio).
Assessing the effects of dust depletion on the gas along this sight line is somewhat complicated by the lack of a quality measurement of an undepleted metal species. The [X/H] values in 
Lithium abundance estimates
Several estimates for the gas-phase 7 Li abundance are given in the text, which are summarized in Table S3 . Estimating the gas-phase 7 Li abundance from measurements of N( 7 Li I)/N (H) requires the application of an ionization correction to account for the unseen 7 Li, which is mostly in its singly ionized form in the ISM. Assuming ionization rate balance and only atomic processes,
, where Γ(Li I) is the photoionization rate and α(Li II, T ) the recombination coefficient. (We generically refer to Li I here, which applies to either isotope or their sum.) At first glance it would seem that knowledge of Γ and n e are crucial to estimating the total abundance. However, similar equations can be written for observed adjacent ionization states, notably for N(Ca II)/N (Ca I) and N(Fe II)/N (Fe I). Substituting n e derived from these ratios into the expression for Li gives, for example, As discussed in the main text, we derive ionization corrections for the Li/H comparison on the basis of the observed ratios N(Ca II)/N (Ca I) and N(Fe II)/N (Fe I). These give ionization corrections of − log x(Li I) = +1.96±0.10 and +2.18±0.12 from the Ca and Fe ions, respectively, assuming standard relative ionization rates with specific interstellar radiation fields. 20, 50 These are derived using column densities from the v LSR ≈ +121 km s −1 cloud only. The ratio of 7 Li I to total hydrogen in the SMC gas along this sight line is log[N( 7 Li I)/N (H)] = −11.17±0.04, giving log[N( 7 Li)/N(H)] = −9.21 ± 0.11 and −8.99 ± 0.13. While we also have data covering adjacent ions of S and Mg, we have only limits for one ionization state of each of these elements that do not produce useful limits on the ionization corrections.
The discrepancies between these calculations are in part due to errors in the calculated photoionization rates and recombination coefficients. However, it is also likely that the neutral and singly-ionized Ca and Fe, which have different ionization potentials, photoionization cross sections, and recombination coefficients, trace slightly different conditions within the cloud. The conditions traced by these species will also be different than those traced by Li I and Li II, limiting the precision of this approach. In fact, electron densities derived from various tracers can vary, with Ca I typically predicting significantly larger n e than most. 20 In the SMC cloud probed here, however, the Ca I column seems to be unusually low, as indicated by the Ca I to K I ratio, for ex- Using Li I/K I as a tracer of the total interstellar Li/K abundance follows a similar approach:
.
In this case the ratio of relative ionization rates to recombination coefficients gives an ionization correction of +0.54 ± 0.08 (following Steigman 19 in adopting an error based on the range of recombination coefficients derived from a wide range of temperatures). The Li I/K I ratio is powerful given the very nearly linear relationship between the column densities of these species in the Milky Way. 18, 22 We assume the same physics applies in the SMC, and thus this ratio should be similarly useful there. This implies Li and K have very similar dust depletion 18, 51 and ionization conditions that track each other well. Similarly, the K I/S I ratio is a power law with an index somewhat greater than unity. 20 The tight correlation with larger power law slope likely implies the two neutrals trace similar physical conditions, but with different depletion characteristics. We make the assumption that Li I also traces physical conditions similar to those of S I-bearing clouds. The ionization correction relating Li I/S I to Li/S is −0. there are worries about saturation corrections for the K I reference. Furthermore, the sight line to SN1987A probes a significantly lower column density, more highly ionized portion of the ISM.
This sight line does not favor the formation of atomic species such as Li I, making the ionization effects even more severe. Future observations of Li I absorption within the LMC should provide more clarity to the chemical evolution of Li in the Clouds.
Lithium Isotopic Ratio
The Li isotope ratio can provide some constraints on the production of Li and any non-standard contributions to Li since 6 Li is not expected to be produced in significant amounts in BBN. 10 Our estimate of the 6 Li/ 7 Li relies on simultaneously fitting the hyperfine structure of the 7 Li I and 6 Li I absorption. We adopt wavelengths for the hyperfine levels from Sansonetti et al. 64 and f -values summarized in Welty et al. 65 We assume the ISM absorption from the neutral species is wellcharacterized by a single component or cloud and that both isotopes have a common b-value. The latter assumption is only strictly correct if the velocity dispersion is dominated by non-thermal motions (which is likely), although it has little practical effect given the weakness of the Li I absorption. We fit a stellar continuum to the data before the fitting process. The continuum in the region around Li I was well fit with a first-order Legendre polynomial. We assessed higher order fits using an F -test, but they did not provide a statistically significant improvement in the goodnessof-fit parameter over the region used to derive the continuum. In the profile fitting process, we allow the parameters of the continuum fit to vary during the minimization process. This allows VPFIT both to esimate the continuum fit objectively and to include an estimate of the uncertainties caused by continuum fitting into the final error budget.
The column densities reported in Table S2 are derived from these fits. The best fit Doppler parameter is b = 0.8 ± 0.5 km s −1 . Because the absorption is so weak, the b-value has a minor effect on the quality of the column density determination (as would multiple components). The fits were made with the UVES LSF as discussed above. The resolution we derive for the red side data are higher than typically advertised or adopted for the instrument. Our error budget includes a contribution derived by refitting the data with LSF breadths varied by ±1σ, but the resulting differences in the central value are minimal. Adopting a significantly broader FWHM for the LSF (e.g., ∆v ≈ 4.45 km s −1 as suggested by the ThAr lines) has very little effect on the central value or uncertainties, although the χ 2 goodness-of-fit parameter is larger. In this case, the profiles appear visibly broader than the data, with the peaks of the models underpredicting the observed absorption in the core and the wings overpredicting the observed absorption in the edges of the profiles. We have tested the impact of adding additional components, but VPFIT rejects them as unnecessary as they do not significantly improve the fit.
It is important to point out that the potential presence of 6 Li I absorption is not simply a function of the manner in which we have proceeded with the profile fitting. The 6 Li I contribution is hinted at from simple equivalent width measurements of the 7 Li I doublet. Using our initial continuum (i.e., not the final one adopted above through the formal fitting process), the weak and strong lines of The derived isotopic ratio for the SMC gas toward Sk 143 is 6 Li/ 7 Li SMC = 0.13 ± 0.05, which implies a limit 6 Li/ 7 Li SMC < 0.28 (3σ). The limit itself does not constrain the ratio in an interesting way. It is, for example, consistent with the Solar System value, ( 6 Li/ 7 Li) ⊙ = 0.0787 ± 0.0004, 66 and it is very similar to a number of measurements in Milky Way gas, 17, 18 although there are clouds and sight lines with large variations from this value. 67 Kawanomoto et al. 17 have recently derived a mean for the Milky Way ISM of 6 Li/ 7 Li MW = 0.13 ± 0.04. The only known source of post-Big Bang 6 Li is production via cosmic ray interactions with interstellar medium (ISM) particles, either through spallation or α + α fusion. [68] [69] [70] For standard energy distributions of Galactic cosmic rays, these isotopes are produced in a ratio 6 Li/ 7 Li ≈ 0.67, while non-standard assumptions can push this ratio to 0.5 or a bit lower. 71 For the standard production ratio, our central value implies that (19 ± 8)% of the 7 Li in the ISM of the SMC has been produced via cosmic rays, with a limit of < 42% (3σ).
Our data show 6 Li I at < 3σ significance, and the reality of the 6 Li I at the levels of our best fit value should rightfully be viewed with caution. Sk 143 is bright enough that follow-up observations should be able to significantly reduce the statistical uncertainties without much difficulty. We have not pushed the limits of UVES with the present observations. At the same time, measurement of A( 6 Li) in sub-solar metallicity environments are potentially incredibly important. A significant abundance of 6 Li in low metallicity environments could come from pre-galactic cosmic rays accelerated via the collapse of large scale structure (producing Li via α + α fusion) 28 or even from the effects of non-Standard Model particles in the early universe that affect BBN. 10 Future observations of the gas along this and other SMC or LMC sight lines may be the best way to reliably constrain the Li isotopic ratio at sub-solar metallicities.
Notes on Chemical Evolution Models
We compare our results in Figures 2 and 3 with those of recent chemical evolution models of Prantzos, 25 although there are other models in the literature. 26, [73] [74] [75] These models account for post-BBN contributions to the total 7 Li abundance from massive stars through neutrino nucleosynthesis in core collapse supernovae 76 and from low mass stars as red giant or asymptotic giant branch stars or novae. 25 The 7 Li yields from these sources are poorly known. Both 7 Li and 6 Li are synthesized directly in the ISM through cosmic ray nucleosynthesis.
The Prantzos models have worked around the uncertainties in the stellar yields by assuming the low-mass star contributions are sufficient to reproduce the solar system (meteoritic) abundances. The relative contributions of the various sources as a function of metallicity follow the relative importance of core collapse (high mass) and type Ia (low mass) supernovae (SNe). The cosmic ray model adopted follows from an analysis of the the energy input from core collapse SNe of massive stars that have suffered mass loss through stellar winds. 25 In assessing the yields, no credence is given to the Li abundances of stars in the Milky Way. The only data points matched by the models are the primordial and meteoritic abundances of Li.
While the uncertainties in the yields are significant, these models are illustrative of the shape of the post-BBN evolution of cosmic Li. However, the primordial and solar system abundances
